
CS222P Winter 2020 Quiz 2 
Student Name: …………………….…………. UCI Net ID: ……………………………… 

1. Consider the buffer manager as discussed during the lecture. Each page is associated with 
dirty bit and pin count. Suppose buffer size is 4. What page will be replaced in these different 
scenarios when P5 is requested ( assuming that order of request were P1, P2, P3, P4):

a) Using LRU policy

b) Using MRU policy

2. Consider a PAX format to store records within the page as multiple mini-pages corresponding 
to different attributes. The following diagram illustrates its main idea for a simple table

Emp(id INT, name VARCHAR(20), age DOUBLE)
Notice the diagram is very abstract and conceptual, without giving the byte-level details.

a) What information do we need to put into the page header? Why?

b) For the directory of each mini-page, what optimization can we do to utilize space more effi-
ciently?

c) We want to allow the mini-pages to be able to “move” or “shift” within the page so that the 
space can be used more efficiently. Give a scenario where a mini-page needs to be shifted, and 
which part(s) of the page structure needs to be changed accordingly.

Page P1 P2 P3 P4

Dirty bit 0 1 1 1

Pin 
count

0 1 0 3



Solutions:

1.
a) P1
b) P3

2.
a) # of slots, which is # of mini-pages (optional); The offset and length of each minipage.
b) For a mini-page of an attribute with a fixed length (e.g., “id” and “age”), there is no need to 
store the length of each value. We could even get rid of the slots in the directory. Moreover, we 
can store only the difference between the values reducing more bytes
c) When we insert a new record, the mini-page for the “name” field is running out of space. At 
this moment, we can shrink the mini-pages of the other two attributes to allocate more space for 
this “name” field. Correspondingly, we need to modify the offsets and lengths in the header for 
these mini-pages.


